Abstract. Stochastic differential equations on the plane are considered with respect to the fractional Brownian field. We prove the existence and uniqueness of a solution for such equations. These results are based on new estimates obtained for norms in the Besov type spaces for the two-parameter stochastic integral considered with respect to the fractional Brownian field.
Introduction
In this section, we consider Besov type spaces for two-parameter random fields on the plane and study generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals with integrands and integrators belonging to some Besov type space.
Let T = (T 1 , T 2 ) ∈ R 
∆ s f (t) (s 1 − t 1 ) 1+α 1 (s 2 − t 2 ) 1+α 2 ds · 1 [0,b] (t), assuming that all the above integrals exist.
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Following the paper [2] we introduce the following definitions.
is equivalent to the norm · 1,α 1 ,α 2 on the space W
.
Remark 2. It is obvious that
for all 0 < ε i < α i and that
Remark 3. It is worth mentioning that g 2,β 1 ,β 2 is not a norm in a usual sense.
where
The constant C depends on α 1 and α 2 only.
The text is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the proof of estimates for the norms in Besov type spaces for generalized two-parameter stochastic integrals with respect to the fractional Brownian field on the plane; namely, we estimate the norm of an integral in terms of the norm of its integrand. We apply this estimate to the case where the integrand is a functional of the fractional Brownian field on the plane, while the integrator is the fractional Brownian field itself. We further use these estimates for the construction of a solution of a stochastic differential equation with respect to the fractional Brownian field.
Section 3 is devoted to the proof of the existence and uniqueness of a solution of a stochastic differential equation with respect to the fractional Brownian field.
Estimates for generalized two-parameter stochastic Lebesgue and Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals
Consider the function spaces of the Besov type introduced in the preceding section. We study the integral
The following result is proved in [3] .
. Then
and
and T only.
Consider the superposition σ(s, f (s)) of a smooth function σ and a function f belonging to some Besov type space. The following result establishes the existence of the integral
where D means an arbitrary operation of the differentiation which is allowed for σ according to assumption (1);
Then the function σ admits the following estimate:
where C α 1 ,α 2 ,T is a constant that depends on α 1 , α 2 , and T only. The generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral
is well defined on [0, T ] and admits the following estimates:
In particular, (5) and (6) depend on α 1 , α 2 , and T and do not depend on λ i , i = 1, 2, f , h, and g. Remark 5. All the above estimates remain true if
is a fractional Brownian field with Hurst indices
Let the function σ be bounded and
where C 0 is a constant. Then
that is, the right hand side of the estimate does not depend on C 0 .
where D means an arbitrary operation of the differentiation which is allowed for σ according to assumption (1) ;
In particular,
Here the constant C α 1 ,α 2 ,T depends on α 1 , α 2 , and T and does not depend on λ i , i = 1, 2, f , h, and g.
Proof.
We derive from formulas (1) and (3) that
Consider (10)
We estimate the first term on the right hand side of (9) by using the Lagrange theorem:
Consider the numerator of the fourth term in (9). The other numerators are estimated similarly. We have
Now we apply the Taylor formula obtained in [4] :
In what follows we use the following notation:
We consider the sums S 1 := ∆ s z 1 (r) and S 2 := ∆ s z 2 (r) separately. Note that
We have
By the Lagrange theorem and assumption (2) of Theorem 3 we get
Applying the Taylor formula (12) we obtain
113 αs 1 + (1 − α)r 1 , s 2 , h(r 1 , s 2 ) dα,
Now we estimate these differences separately with the help of the Lagrange theorem. In doing so we use the derivatives of σ up to the fourth order: 
Substituting (15) and (16) into (14), we get
Then
One can apply estimate (17) to the expression written in the square brackets in (18) where q 2 (·) and (αh(·) + (1 − α)f (·))) are substituted for q(·) and h(·), respectively. Using the existence of the derivatives of σ up to the fifth order we obtain
The last term in (19) is estimated as follows:
Substitute (17) and (19) into (13):
Using estimates (10), (11), and (20) in inequality (8) we establish bound (7). This completes the proof. Now we obtain analogous bounds for the usual Lebesgue integral. The proof is similar to the above one; however, it is much simpler and we omit it. Let
where s = (s 1 , s 2 ) and t = (t 1 , t 2 ), s, t ∈ [0, T ]. 
where C α 1 ,α 2 ,T and C α 1 ,α 2 ,T are some constants that depend on α 1 , α 2 , and T only.
for all λ i ≥ 1, i = 1, 2, where C α 1 ,α 2 ,T is a positive constant that depends on α 1 , α 2 , and T only. for all λ i ≥ 1, where C α 1 ,α 2 ,T,N is some constant that depends on α 1 , α 2 , T , and N only.
The existence and uniqueness of a solution of a stochastic differential equation with respect to a fractional Brownian field
The notion of a fractional Brownian field on the plane can be introduced in several ways. We consider the following definition of a fractional Brownian field that preserves the Brownian motion properties coordinatewise. Remark 10. The existence and uniqueness of a solution of a stochastic differential equation with respect to a fractional Brownian field is proved in [2] in the one-parameter case.
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